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Your ability to convert  
profit into cash impacts  
your perceived value  
as a company



Optimising the cycle from 
investment to cash flow

Removing the complexity from 
capital management

Just as improving productivity in your people is 
important for many businesses, improving the 
productivity of your capital is a key metric for 
every business. 

Shortening the cycle time from asset invest-
ment to cash flow, improving profit to cash 
conversion and achieving more free cash flow 
all attract greater investor interest, higher 
company valuations and stellar reputations for 
your management team.

Across the board, best in class businesses 
invest less in and produce more from all 
asset classes. 

The ability to accurately forecast cashflow makes for 
better decisions and ultimately is the foundation  
for best-in-class asset management. 

Miagen designs and implements driver- 
based cash flow planning systems that help 
you to plan and manage your full cash flow 
requirement, from working capital through  
to complex capital asset leasing programs  
and related funding. 

Miagen systems fully support internal and  
external reporting and planning needs.
 
In this white paper, we discuss how Miagen  
Applications can help you in planning and  
managing your capital and funding according  
to your business model or statutory  
requirement. We include brief descriptions  
of customer projects in financial services,  
aviation, energy and IT .

 



Best-in-class cash flow planning 
and management

Outcomes

Finance professionals need to be empowered by the right system to effectively plan and manage short- 
and long-term asset investment, cash flow and associated funding. The journey towards world-class asset 
portfolio and working capital management and financial planning and analysis includes agile platforms 
and tools, and expert models designed by experienced finance technology specialists.

Trust your cash flow forecasts. Have complete confidence and clear insight 
into cash flow, debt covenants and metrics. Build confidence with your 
lenders and investors.

Greater assurance

Massively reduce time spent collating and crunching data. Enjoy super-efficient, 
super-fast production of key management information. Generate insightful re-
ports in minutes. Slash budgeting, reporting, forecasting and analysis times and 
effort. Automate statutory, management and consolidated reporting.

Saving time 

Quickly see how to respond to sudden changes. Run all types of scenarios 
easily and quickly. Benefit from continuous, agile, informed forecasting 
and budgeting. Steer with a clear, real, full picture of yesterday, today and 
tomorrow.

Faster and better decision making 

An incredible view into the true dynamics of your organisation will reveal a 
flood of opportunities to improve your performance, competitiveness, cash 
flow and return on investment. 

More opportunities revealed 

Decentralise planning while improving responsibility for cash flow. Enable 
more people to take responsibility for complex asset management funding 
and for working capital while improving accuracy and control. 

Co-ordinated planning 



Miagen Applications: 

Capital & cash flow 
planning and management
Miagen delivers the technology-enabled insights that 
can drive increased visibility of one of the most critical 
metrics in any business: cash flow. 

• Achieve maximum conversion of profit to 
cash – a key metric for investors, shareholders 
and lenders

• Plan and manage complex large asset 
investment portfolios and associated funding 
portfolios

• Plan and manage your working capital 
on driver-based metrics with extensive 
segmentation (e.g. customer class, contract 
type) for multiple assumptions and drill down

• Drive capital productivity from your assets.

Miagen’s approach is to empower our customers 
to manage, monitor and understand their cash 
flow, asset investments and funding. We work 
closely with our customers during design and 
implementation, and our role after that is to 
support how they choose to use the applications. 

In this section, you can see how Miagen 
Applications can help to forecast and manage  
your cash flow, with more detailed case  
studies included.



PetroNeft Resources plc is an international oil and gas exploration and production company focused on Russia. It operates 
valuable assets which, once deployed in production, must be depreciated over their productive life. This requires complex 
calculations in order to allocate shared costs against the asset as it is being built, and then to depreciate it over its productive 
life, which is subject to variances such as the price of oil. As such, this calculation needs to be adaptable. Miagen developed 
a model to enable these calculations that is simple yet flexible and can adapt to change. It also provided the model that 
PetroNeft could manage rather than requiring external consultancy for every change.

Jet Airways is a low-cost carrier based in Mumbai, India. As with all airlines, its key assets are aircraft that require major 
and regular service intervals, known as A, B and C checks, over their lifetime. The challenge for Jet Airways was to provide for 
those costs such as by charging an appropriate amount every month. This is made more complex still because of the many 
different operational conditions that affect the interval and maintenance costs, including flying conditions, age of the aircraft, 
ascent and descent angles. Large amounts of data and complex calculations are required in order to estimate the impact on 
maintenance cost – and therefore cash flow – as accurately as possible. Miagen delivered the ability to calculate maintenance 
reserves for Jet’s fleet.

Capital and cash flow planning and management

Improve capital management

CASE STUDY: PETRONEFT

CASE STUDY: JET AIRWAYS

Drive stronger capital management with powerful planning and analysis. Streamline planning and 
reporting for the complete life cycle of your capital assets. Plan and model capital asset acquisitions, 
automate depreciation methods, and gain complete visibility into the impact of capital on your financial 
statements. Plan and monitor KPI’s for gearing, spread, profitability and free cash flow.

The ability to calculate accurately and consistently complex maintenance reserves for scheduled major 
capital assets or components is essential. 

Capital Planning



Create and manage repayment and interest schedules incorporating covenant monitoring and reporting 
for multi-currency asset finance portfolios. Track acquisitions, disposals and transfers. Forecast restricted 
and unrestricted cash. Plan revenues accurately. For debt portfolios, accurately forecast debt balances, 
equity requirements, calculate interest and drawdown and repayment fees.

Gulf Finance is one of the Middle East’s largest SME financiers, providing flexible financing options such as vehicle leasing,  
small business loans and trade and working capital finance – each loan type with different terms and conditions attached. 
With a wide audience of financiers to report to, and a plan to diversify into more asset-backed loans, Gulf Finance needed  
a way to see the impact of changing interest rates, currency fluctuations, market mix and asset concentration.  
Miagen developed securitisation models to do this, enabling Gulf Finance to plan its business far better, with improved  
risk management and planned profitability.

Source is an exchange-traded funds and commodities company, backed by some of the world’s largest investment banks. 
Source has hundreds of funds under management, including FTSE 100 and technology stocks, and it operates across 
global markets with a multiple-entity structure and a multi-currency asset structure. To achieve the scalability to grow, 
Source needed a trusted, agile way of seeing future cash flow projections. Miagen delivered a five-year outlook on cash 
flow, profitability, and operational performance by fund, by market, and by entity, that was driven by market parameters, 
and the fund specifics. Source can even perform five-year cash flow forecasting for funds or operations that have not yet 
gone live. The Miagen model allows all interested parties to contribute information that show shareholders which funds are 
performing or not, which need to be scaled up and which need to be curtailed. This connectivity supports accountability 
and decision making. 

Manage multi-currency finance asset portfolios

CASE STUDY: GULF FINANCE

CASE STUDY: SOURCE

Finance Scheduling

Capital and cash flow planning and management



Leverage your cost, operating, capital expenditure, finance, depreciation, impairment, and productivity 
models to understand the total cost of ownership of large-value assets. 

Optimise total costs of ownership
Cost of ownership

Streamline and automate balance sheet and cash flow reporting and forecasting with integrated profit 
and loss, balance sheet and cash flow statements.

Use ratio-based working capital planning and reporting with drill-down to monitor and improve working 
capital. With Miagen, you can optimise profit to cash – a key metric for investors, shareholders and lenders. 

Integrate short- and long-term multi-currency cash flow forecasting. Have the ability to quickly see the 
impact of changes in underlying assumptions and schedules. Avail of inbuilt version control for multiple 
versions and scenarios.

Increase accuracy by minimising manual entry

Increase cash conversion

Multi-currency cash flow forecasting

Balance sheet and cash flow

Working capital management

Cash flow planning

Version 1 is one of the fastest growing IT services companies in Western Europe. Having doubled profitability and revenues in 
recent years, optimal working capital management is key to maximising the funds available for continued growth. Version 1 
runs hundreds of multi-location short and long IT projects as well as providing managed services to many leading businesses. 
Forecasting and managing work in progress and accounts receivable is key for the business. Miagen delivered a driver-based 
cash flow planning and reporting solution that accurately reflects the multitude of billing arrangements for the wide range of 
services provided by the company. Work in progress and accounts receivable are segmented by billing category and individual 
performance metrics are applied to each category. The result is that planning assumptions are much more customised, WIP 
and AR investment is optimal and profit to cash conversion is maximised without adversely impacting business operations 
and customer satisfaction.

CASE STUDY: VERSION 1

Capital and cash flow planning and management



Outstanding technology  
partnerships at your service

Technology

Adaptive Insights

Outstanding software to drive corporate performance
Adaptive Insights is a modern, cloud-based software platform for building agile corporate perfor-
mance management applications which empower executives and company leaders with strategic 
insights. Industry analyst Gartner ranks the software highly in its Magic Quadrant ranking system 
– for high customer satisfaction, ease of implementation, and visionary mindset. To meet its rapid 
deployment promise, Miagen builds its models and applications on the Adaptive Insights platform.
 
Dell Boomi

Seamlessly connecting disparate data sources
Dell Boomi is an on-demand, multi-tenant, cloud integration platform for connecting cloud and on-
premise applications and data. It enables Miagen to design cloud-based integration processes and 
to transfer data between cloud and on-premise applications.

At Miagen, we have deep expertise in both the core toolset we use to build information systems and 
the technologies to seamlessly integrate them with other systems. Our approach is to work with best-
in-class technologies: since 2010, we have worked extensively with the outstanding Adaptive Suite, 
and we have been Adaptive’s EMEA Regional Partner of the Year for four years running.

TECHNOLOGYYOUR
FINANCIAL
DATA

YOUR
OPERATIONAL
DATA

+ + + =

 
MODELS

BEST IN CLASS
PERFORMANCE



Powering performance

Miagen designs and delivers enterprise financial information solutions which give complete insight into 
the true dynamics of operational performance and profitability. Our clients drive their businesses forward, 
confident that their strategic, operational and financial goals are fully aligned. 



We’ll take you all the way

Simplify, clarify and centralise

Award-winning Adaptive 
Insights partner

Enable more departments and people throughout your organisation to own profit. Give them an 
unprecedented ability to access, understand, control and own data. Help everyone be more agile and 
more accountable in their financial planning, forecasting and reporting.

We are proud to be a long term partner of FP&A technology provider Adaptive Insights and have been 
their award winning EMEA Regional Partner of the Year for four years running. Miagen has delivered 
proven FP&A solutions worldwide to leading companies such as Etihad, Royal Jet, DHL and Secil.

Seby Varghese, Finance Manager, NREC 

“The experience working with the Miagen team 
was very good. They were receptive to  
all our requirements, walked us through the 
planning phase and could see our problems, 
then gave us solutions”



Best-in-class cash flow planning and corporate performance management is a 
journey of several years but we can take you there in small steps. We can zero 
in on implementing an initial, quick-win, application, or we can build a powerful, 
agile information system which will give you a complete, crystal-clear view of your 
corporate performance at your fingertips: a system that will revolutionise how you 
report, forecast and plan.   

Teddy Murphy, CEO, Miagen

T:++353 1 969 5901 
E:+murphy@Miagen.com

Patrick Boisse, VP Corporate Sales, Miagen

T:++353 1 969 5911 
E:+pboisse@Miagen.com

Let us work for you

.

Miagen Dublin
14/15 St Andrews Street,
Dublin 2, Ireland

T: ++353 1 969 5900 
E: +info@Miagen.com
W:  Miagen.com

Miagen London
52 Grosvenor Gardens, London
SW1W 0AU, United Kingdom

T: ++44 (0)207 824 5110
E: +info@Miagen.com
W:  Miagen.com

Miagen Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi Airport Business City, Business 
Centre, PO Box 31316, Abu Dhabi, UAE
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